Studying for IMS1906

How to study for the IMS1906 exam

What you need…
1. Full set of lecture notes, and worksheets done in lectures
2. Tutorial exercises and your solutions
3. Test 1 and Test 2 and my solution outlines
4. Assignments 1, 2 and 3 with tutor feedback
5. The unit guide + prescribed text books: Microsoft VB.NET Reloaded by Zak and Simple Program Design by Robertson
6. VB.NET studio loaded on your machine

What to do (a guide)…
1. For each lecture/week determine the key points
2. IMPORTANT: Check these points with your friends, your tutorial members, etc
3. Attempt the lecture problems, tutorial exercises and multi-choice questions in Zak for that week
4. Try the relevant test questions (even try to code them in)
5. Discuss and confirm these with your study group
6. Repeat the above for each week.

Final note
Results for Test 1, Test 2, Assignments 1, 2 and 3 marks will be displayed on the IMS1906 unit website by 5pm, Friday 28th Oct 2005.

IMS1906 Exam
Date Wed 26th Oct 2005
Time 10am - 1pm
Venue A2.05 Caulfield

It was an absolute pleasure to be part of your learning process and the IMS1906 lecturer.

Wishing you all the best in your studies and future endeavours.

Regards,
-Angela.